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ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

Hello, this is AlexT~tteh- Lartey . Today ' s 'Arts and Africa' is completely taken 
over by film-makers who got together in the celebration known as FESPACO (the Ouagadougo 
Film Festival ) that takes place every two years in Burkina Faso . 

MUSIC - 'Sarraounia ' Soundtrack 

ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

Music f rom the prize-winning film; the grand prize , the golden Stallion of Yennenga , 
was awarded to the Maritanian director- producer , Med Hondo for his historical film, 
' Sar raounia' you may remember him telling us about it in a previous programme. 
Another film that proved immensely popular at t he festival was Cheick Oumar Sissoko ' s 
' Nyamanton ', now called in English 'The Garbage Boys ' . We had an enthusiastic report 
when it was shown at the London Film Festival . Apparentl y in Mali , pupils are obliged 
to bring their own desks to school . The brother and sister in Sissoko's story can ' t 
afford to and have to leave . So, to ear n the money the boy and a friend become 
garbage collectors. When the film was shown in Bamako last year I understand that 
all three children who ' d never acted before became the toast of the town . Sissoko 
was one of the many film-maker s attending the Ouagadougou Festival whom Nick Haslam 
has interviewed for ' Arts and Afr ica '. Nick wanted to know how Sissoko managed to 
obtain such natural, relaxed performances in front of the camera from these young 
children. 

CHEICK OUMAR SISSOKO 

We have chosen the boys f rom the popular districts , we have chosen ten kids - boys and 
girls . My assist ant and myself have worked with these boys for one month and a half 
and after this time we have chosen three kids - two boys and one girl . And afterwards 
it's very like a joke for them. 

NICK HASLAM 

So they enjoyed being in front of the camera - they saw it as a game? 

CHEICK OUMAR SISSOKO 

As a game, yes . 
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NICK HASLAM 

Are they children from the social milieu that the film is about , are they working 
class children from Bamako? 

CHEICK OUMAR SISSOKO 

They came from the working class in Bamako. 

ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

And everyone at FESPACO was delighted when young Macire Kante (he must be about ten 
or eleven, I suppose) was awarded the prize of 'Best Actor' by the judges . 

MUSIC - 'Le Choix' Soundtrack 

ALEX TETI'EH- LARTEY 

Music Francis Bebey wrote for a film called '7he Choice', a film from the host 
country, Burkina Faso. It 's Idrissa Ouedrago's first feature film and the choice 
his rural characters have to make is whether to stay in the countryside or migrate 
to the city . The Ghanaian film ' Juju' was also set in the countryside. The story 
here is rather of the young man coming back to the village with new-fangled ideas 
which the old chief finds hard to swallow. It was made by the Reverend Chris Hesse 
who ' s Managing Director of the Ghana Film Corporation. He stressed the traditional 
values illustrated in the film . 

CHRIS HESSE 

It's a typical Ghanaian story, in a Ghanaian setting, about village life, the 
community in the village, the importance of the elders, the chief and the members 
of the village; how to improve their own standard of living and they have to f i nd 
solutions to their own local problems. You know, people think that in Ghana, in 
Africa we have no system of democracy and we have to depend on the foreign standard 
of democracy to keep going. But I want to prove t hat in ancient times we had 
democratic processes with which we governed ourselves. This is the theme; that if 
a chief could be asked to retire by his elders, that's the sign of democracy. 

NICK HASLAM 

The chief in this film tries to stop this process going on by sacrificing a cow. 

CHRIS HESSE 

Who wouldn ' t?! The chief is a human being too and he woul d like to stay on, who 
wouldn ' t like power? He would naturally l ike to stay on and people have had power 
i n various places and they are old and they are still hanging on. This is a human 
problem, but yet in this case he listened to his elders and gracefully left the scene. 

NICK HASLAM 

And afterwards he wasn ' t redundant either, he was kept on as ... 

CHRIS HESSE 

Like a consultant. You know, so he wasn't disgraced. 

MUSIC - 'Juju' soundtrack 
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ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

And this music from 'Ju ju ' shows that the film is certainly no tragedy. Now although 
Chris Hesse has chosen a traditional setting for ' Juju' , Nick Haslam reminded him 
that he ' d declared he didn ' t want his films to dwell entirely on the past. And 
professional and big-budget and beautiful as the prize-winning ' Sarraounia ' is , 
I understand that there were some criticisms of the story it told - of fighting 
colonial wars against the French in an age that is now a part of history. But the 
Festival produced many a good argument - what language to shoot a film in was one of 
them. Nick tackled Chris Hesse over his choice for 'Juju'. 

NICK HASLAM 

I was surprised that it was made in English. I wondered why you didn't use TWi , 
Hausa or Ashanti. Why do the actors speak English? It seems rahter stilted to me 
and other Ghanaians I've spoken to have said the same. 

CHRIS HESSE 

Well basically, you know, English is our official language and it goes down well for 
a lot of people . But if we had made it in TWi, Dagbani or Ga or any of the local 
languages , it would mean re-dubbinq, sub- titling and that would be very expensive for 
us . But English , almost everybody speaks English and we were thinking of outside 
distribution too. So, it was more convenient to use Engl ish . 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

But since Cheick Sissoko had chosen to make his 'The Garbage Boys' in Barnbara, when 
Nick asked him whether it was important his answer was hardly surprising . 

CHEICK OUMAR SISSOKO 

Yes, I think it ' s very important because it ' s in language like Barnbara. People 
come and they understand the film , I think . If a film is in French or in English, 
' unalphabetic ' people like in Mali who don ' t speak French or English don't understand, 
you know, because in Mali 20% of the inhabitants speak French , 75% speak Bambara . 
It's the same thing in Burkina Faso , and in the Ivory Coast you have perhaps 50% of 
the population speaking Barnbara. 

ALEX TE'ITEH- LARTEY 

Someone expressing a much more radical reason than Sissoko is the Ethiopian director 
Haile Gerima who now works in the United States. His most famous film called ' Harvest 
3,000' and made in the early '70's helped to push Ethiopia into revolution. Here he 
doesn't seem to distinguish the vocal from t he visual . 

HAILE GERIMA 

Most of the African films, to begin with, speak their own language. This black 
character you see on the screen is not speaking English or French, he or she is 
speaking Wollof or Amharic and this is unknown. Ethiopians who ' ve never seen in their 
lifetimes Ethiopian characters speaking in Amharic in movies , when they saw my films -
whether it was in London or in America - they were grateful. They would wait outside 
the theatre just to thank me. Peopl e don't even go for the content. Just the fact 
Africans can confidently, humanly discuss is a revelation, a revolution by itself and 
this is just what is visible in proud Africa there are Africans who watch their own 
language for the first time in movies. 
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NICK HASLAM 

Do you think there are any positive signs about films in Africa in the future? 

HAILE GERIMA 

Well, I think if more and more the government sanction African cinema . . . whi ch is 
impossible because most African governments are corrupt and it's against their interests 
t o support a socially-conscious, humane cinema. A reflective cinema is even th rea tening 
If the movie is reflectiv~ silently reflectiv~ i t threatens t he powers that be. I don ' t 
know if you know this, but when you see a black person for the first time occupying the 
screen , it ' s a revolution. Of course, at a certain point it becomes what is in that 
content besides their black skin . For example , the fi lm 'Love Brewed i n an African Pot ' 
from Ghana, 'Amok' the Moroccan film , 'Wend Kunni' , etc ., it 's proven when these films 
are allowed into the theatres, that the theatre wi l l be totally invaded. 

NICK HASLAM 

'Wend Kunni', the f i lm made by Gaston Kabore in Burkina Faso? That has been widely 
shown over Afr i ca? 

HAILE GERIMA 

Whenever it 's allowed the theatre is invaded by Africans . Ethiopians have rarely seen, 
only maybe two films where they see any Ethiopian characters on scree~dealing with 
human contradictions. Now, one of my films showed in Mozambique and Algeria - it's my 
most gratifying moment and why I continue to be in f ilm. It ' s the many peasants I saw 
in Algeri a and i n Mozambique that came from all over the countryside to see this film . 

ALEX TETI'EH- LARTEY 

At a much simpler level Moses Adejumo also keeps his audience at the front of his mind 
whil e he's fi l m making. His audience is Nigerian, his films including the one he 
brought to Ouagadougou are made in Yoruba and to Nick Haslam who'd just sat through 
' Mosebolatan' at three hours they're very long. 

MOSES ADEJUMO 

The reason why they are very long is because in our country, my type of audience, they 
love watching long films. When we do about l½ hours, they say: "It 's too short, i t's 
too short". We study the ambition of our type of audience - they don ' t mind watching 
long films - that's why that play has been made so long. 

NICK HASLAM 

I see. Some peopl e I ' ve talked to said that the film was rather like theatre on film, 
the way that it was made . It was rather like going to the theatre , going and seei ng a 
play. People walk into shot and walk off ag:i.i n. Would you agree with that? Would 
you say that it ' s more the film of a play, rather than a fi lm in its own r ight . 

MOSES ADEJUMO 

Well , I don't know people ' s op1n1on as you say, but this is my own idea , you know. 
I took the shot the way I like it and I think it's film- wise , I don ' t think it 's of 
theatre , I don ' t know what people say about it. 

NICK HASLAM 

You wrote the story . Why did you write a story like that? 
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MOSES ADEJUMO 

I can say the story is a satire. It's more or less a satire on my own life. There 
was an incident that happened to me some few year ' s ago. I made a film but the film 
was pirated by some people while I was still owing the bank . I thought that was the 
end of me because when they pirated the film and dubbed it onto video cassette, they 
sold i~all about and there was no longer a good market for the film anymore . So I 
was worried, I was really about to commit suicide . I thought my work was finished . 

NICK HASLAM 

Which is what 'Mosebolatan' means . 

MOSES ADEJUMO 

Yes, yes. So then I wrote that play as a satire to what's happened t o my life, so 
that eventually I survive again. So I believe now this time, it means once there 
is life there is hope. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

And that could be a motto for FESPACO. With all the difficulties of financing films, 
escaping censorship, overcoming technical difficulties it ' s quite amazing that Afr ican 
fi l ms are made at all , let alone outstanding ones. Music from ' The Choice ' to end 
this week ' s 'Arts and Africa '. Next week I ' ll be back with another programme. Until 
then this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye. 

MUSIC - ' Le Choix' Soundtrack 




